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+Objectives for today

 Takeaway 1:

 Employer best practices 
for implementing 
mindfulness based stress 
management programs

 Takeaway 2:

 Evidence based research 
on effectiveness

 Takeaway 3:

 Proposed ROI for 
implementing 
mindfulness based stress 
management programs Let’s have an embodied experience first
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+ What promise does mindfulness 
hold in workplace wellness?

Lisa Schmidt, MS, CEBS, CYT
Mindfulness Consultant

Professor, ASU
Author
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+ Wellness plans: history

 1996—HIPAA non discrimination rules with reward 
exception

 2006—regulations clarified wellness program 
rules and established standards for HIPAA 
exception

 2010—Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
 Increased allowable incentive amounts
 Clarified 2006 regulations
 Final rules released May 2013—effective on ALL Group 

Plans January 1, 2014
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+ Purpose of wellness plans?

 2012—63% of all employers offered wellness 
programs (Kaiser/HRET survey)

 Employers are using wellness incentives
 2012- 87% of employers with over 200 employees plan to 

add or strengthen incentive programs (Mercer, 2012)

 Incentives above $50 tied to increased participation in 
wellness programs and incentives over $200 have 
statistically significant effect on weight loss, exercise, and 
smoking outcomes (RAND)

Government sentiment on wellness programs
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+ Do we measure—or offer—what 
matters?
 Little or no ability for employees to access 

preventive care benefits “inside” their benefit 
plans

 Employers began to see escalating health care 
costs
 “It’s not us, it’s THEM!!”

 If we use incentives, we can get THEM to change their 
behavior

 This means the company will save MONEY!!

Workplace screenings became big business—and 
all employers jumped on the bandwagon

We started measuring things to demonstrate 
positive ROI
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+ Two types of Wellness 
Incentive Programs

 Participatory
Majority of wellness 

programs

Health Contingent
 Rewards tied to 

health factors
Activity only
Outcomes based
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+ Types of Contingent Wellness 
Incentives
 There are two types
 Activity only

 Outcome based

 Requires measurement

 Requires monitoring

 Is based on a selected standard

 Requires participant action
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+ Qualifying for HIPAA Exception

 Participatory:
 All similarly situated individuals, regardless of health status

 Everyone treated the same

Health-Contingent:  Five Requirements for BOTH 
activity-only and outcome-based
 Frequency of reward

 Size of reward

 Reasonable design

 Uniform availability

 Notice requirements
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+ Wellness programs—current 
generation strategies
Given these rules, what do you expect from 
Wellness programs?

We want them to work—to support—to guide health.  
Don’t we?
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+ The Traditional/Conventional
View-Weight & Health
 A person’s weight is made up of muscle, bone, fat, and/or 

water.  According to the conventional standard, obesity is 
having a high amount of extra body fat.  This is currently 
measured by BMI of 25 or more (overweight) or 30 and above 
(obese).

 BMI alone does not
 Make any distinction between muscle, bone, fat or water.

 Make a distinction between male and female bodies

 Never intended to be used to measure anything about fat alone

 Never intended to be used on individuals
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+ Measure what matters

 Cost and performance drivers
 STRESS

 WHO estimates

 Align quality of life improvements with benefit plan design—
help make employees lives better!

 Contemporary employee benefit plans are moving away 
from the business of workplace screenings, and are focusing 
on improving employee quality of life

 Stress reduction and mindfulness have become a key part of 
wellness efforts
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+ Next Generation Wellness

 Is Evidence Based

 Is Accessible to all Employees

 Is Motivating

 Provides Real Benefits—gives employees “tools”

 Does not measure health by measures that are unreliable, 
inaccurate, or incorrect

 Reflects the underlying culture of wellness and health in an 
organization
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+ Significant Trends

Mindfulness based stress reduction
 Yoga, yoga therapy, respiratory “Breath” practices

 Strong evidence base- thousands of studies to support 
effectiveness

 Employer advocates

 Aetna

 Google

 General Mills

 Healthways

 United Health Care
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+ What is mindfulness?

 Paying attention to the present without judgment

 Considered Mental Training

 Anchoring the body through environmental and physical sensations 
or sounds

 Mental training—through “practice”—which improves focus
 It is not:  multi-tasking, spiritual, religious, soft, touchy feely, weird, or fringe.

 Who are its biggest supporters?
 US Military

 VA Medical System

 Aetna

 Google

 Target—and many other big employers!
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+ Take a mindful minute

Experiential exercise
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+ Mindfulness and the brain

 Practicing allows us to change behaviors
 Down to the synaptic level

 We become aware of behaviors

 We don’t react, since we build distress tolerance

 We get off autopilot, moving past ingrained behaviors and 
habitual responses

“To name them (feelings), we tame them . . .”
Dan Siegel
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+ How do mindfulness practices 
help?
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+

http://www.gladeanamcmahon.com/stress_guide.gif

What happens under stress?
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+

http://www.stanford.edu/group/hopes/treatmts/lifestyleandhd/f_an1hpaaxis.jpg

How does the body respond?
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+ Hormones . . . 

 Information molecules that allow an organism to 
interact with its environment

 Interact with each other/work together to:
 Balance metabolism and body temperature
 Support immune function
 Facilitate digestion and reproduction
 Balance the stress/bliss response
 Allow for memory, cognition and feelings (moods)
 Promote circadian rhythm
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+ Insulin and its interconnection to 
other hormones
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+ Adrenal Glands

http://media.medicalcentral.com/picadrenalcortex.gif
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+ The Impact of Prolonged Stress

Metabolic
 Insulin resistance
 Easy weight gain
 Elevated TG, LDL and BP
 Sarcopenia
 Thyroid imbalance
 ↑ cortisol = inhibits T4-T3 

conversion
 Premature aging

 Immune
 Lowered immunity
 Increased inflammation
 Reduced ability to heal

Digestive
 Poor digestion
 IBS 
 Food allergies

Psychological
 Depression / anxiety
 Fatigue, poor sleep

Reproductive
 Reduced fertility
 Low libido
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+Physician Supervised 
Integrated Programs: Dean 
Ornish Lifestyle Programs

 Low fat, plant based diet

 Regular moderate exercise

 Stress management

Yoga/mindfulness
 Group support

 Reverse Heart Disease

 Reverses Prostate Cancer

 Lengthens telomeres

IJYT Vol 7

Dean Ornish, MD
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+ Mindfulness Based Stress 
Reduction 
 Meditation

 Gentle yoga

 Body scanning

Also Lifestyle

1000 peer reviewed 
papers on MBST

IJYT Vol 8 (1998)
Vol 15 (2005)
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+ Case Study #1—Google

Comprehensive work life benefits

Mindfulness based stress reduction 
approaches

Wellness/health promotion embedded into 
corporate culture
 “Jolly Good Fellow”

Widely available programming
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+ Case Study #2—Aetna

Mindfulness at Work stress 
management program

Classroom format

Evidence based results

Significant stress reduction results

Available to all Aetna employees and all Aetna 
self-insured customers
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+ Case Study # 3 - General Mills

A pioneer in bringing mindfulness to the 
workplace

Many different program offerings, some scaled for 
executive leadership

 Started by Janice Marturano, now head of the 
Institute for Mindful Leadership

Voluntary program has trained 500 employees and 
90 senior leaders—all employees can take a two 
hour seven week class

Weekly meditation sessions are offered
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+ ROI

93 percent said mindfulness training had a 
positive impact on their ability to create space 
for innovation

89 percent said the program enhanced their 
ability to listen to themselves and others

70 percent said the training made a positive 
difference in their ability to think strategically
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+ Innovative Vendors

 Smoking Cessation—Pro-Change

Mindfulness Based Approaches—The Ornish 
Program

Weight Loss—Dr. Michelle May 

Mindfulness at —Aetna’s eMindful

 Limeade
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+ Supports for Everyday 
Mindfulness
 Do formal contemplative practice.

 Slow down.

 Talk less.

 Try to do one thing at a time; reduce multi-tasking.

 Focus on your breath during activities.

 Relax into a feeling of calm presence with others.

 Use routine events—e.g., phone ringing—as “temple bells”  to 
return to centeredness.

 At meals, reflect where your food came from.

 Simplify life; give up lesser rewards for greater ones.
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+ How did we do?

 Takeaway 1:

 Employer best practices 
for implementing 
mindfulness based stress 
management programs

 Takeaway 2:

 Evidence based research 
on effectiveness

 Takeaway 3:

 Proposed ROI for 
implementing 
mindfulness based stress 
management programs Let’s have an embodied experience first
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+ Recommendations

 Review your plan documents for accuracy

 Ensure your plan is HIPAA compliant
 Hire a wellness plan/benefits expert to review or rewrite your 

plan documents

 Conduct a wellness vendor audit

 Eliminate any vendors who do not offer innovative 
programming

 Engage a Mindfulness consultant to explore next generation 
approaches for your wellness program
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+
Questions?

Thank you!
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